USS GENEVA MISSION TRANSCRIPT – 10104.06

Host Bob says:
=/\=/\=/\=RESUME MISSION=/\==/\==/\=

CEO_Galagar says:
::Walks towards the CSO, a pack over his shoulder::

CSO_Shras says:
:: getting up from his camp bed ::

MO_Landt says:
::at base camp reheating stones for warmth::

CO_Tucker says:
@::Sitting in the cave staring at the strange humanoid::

EO_Chapu says:
:: gathers himself, since this has been an extensive stay on a planet that he doesn't know much about ::

Prime_Tregen says:
@::glances up at the CO:: CO: something wrong?

CEO_Galagar says:
::Looks for the CSO's alcove::

CSO_Shras says:
:: walks to the tent exit ::

EO_Chapu says:
:: after a few minutes, he moves towards the CEO ::

CO_Tucker says:
@Prime:  No.... well yes.  I don't like being trapped on this planet.  Any more than you do I'm sure.

CEO_Galagar says:
::Softly yells:: All: Shras.... are you around here?

CSO_Shras says:
:: hears his name ::

Prime_Tregen says:
@CO: Trapped..  that word seems to hold little meaning now..  all are dead save me

CSO_Shras says:
ALL: I am here.....

CEO_Galagar says:
<EO_Dalton> ::Scowls at the CEO as he wakes him up... and goes back to sleep::

Leathra says:
#::pacing around wondering if someone will let some light in where ever she is, she starts to call out for help again::   Anyone out there, Help me please.

CEO_Galagar says:
::Sees the CSO:: CSO:  I wish to have permission to leave the camp....

CSO_Shras says:
Self: I think

CO_Tucker says:
@Prime: this world, but there are more of your species to return to.  Correct?

CSO_Shras says:
CEO: Were you not at the ship?

CEO_Galagar says:
CSO: No we just got back....

EO_Chapu says:
::looks through the very dim light of the cave to spot the CSO ::

CSO_Shras says:
CEO: I missed your return then, I wonder how....

Leathra says:
#::she uses her mind to try to reach out to see if anyone can help her::

Prime_Tregen says:
@CO: I am from very far away.... that is uncertain.. ::picks up her blade:: my point in the sky.. you can not even see from here

CEO_Galagar says:
CSO: Were you resting?

CSO_Shras says:
CEO: attempting to yes....

CSO_Shras says:
CEO: What about the Geneva?

CEO_Galagar says:
CSO: Well... you are the Commanding Officer around here... so I thought.... err the Geneva..... not good... not good at all.

MO_Landt says:
::catches up on one of her novels as she waits for the AT to return::

EO_Chapu says:
:: waits for the CEO to finish with the CSO ::

CSO_Shras says:
CEO: Humm..... then we might need some new supplies from the ship until the Geneva can be started...

CEO_Galagar says:
CSO: We're stuck in the mud.... and we're going to have to wait for it to rain harder, or for the mud to dry up.....

CO_Tucker says:
@Prime:  This planet...  do you know why you are here?  Who brought us here?  Why?

CEO_Galagar says:
CSO: Good.... well I volunteer.... and with that I'll be off.....

CSO_Shras says:
CEO: Can you bring minimal power to it?

Leathra says:
#::she begins to scream for help louder and louder::

CEO_Galagar says:
CSO: No.... no I can't... the dampening fields are just too great....

Prime_Tregen says:
@CO: no.. you did not eat.. do you not like cave fish?

CSO_Shras says:
CEO: It would be a real enhancement of our security if we could camp in the ship instead of out here.....

EO_Chapu says:
:: nods softly as he hears the question to himself ::

CO_Tucker says:
@Prime: I need to get my crew off this planet.... well, before they end up like yours.  Sorry for being so blunt.

MO_Landt says:
::gets up and leaves the tent to find the CSO::

CSO_Shras says:
CEO: Wait a minute

CEO_Galagar says:
CSO: Yes sir....

Leathra says:
#::she gives up and she go over to a spot where she had worked some stones loose and works at loosening them more::

MO_Landt says:
::wanders around base camp in the dark until she sees the CSO::

CSO_Shras says:
:: enter the tent, takes a PADD, looks at it then look the second one and takes the first one ::

Prime_Tregen says:
@CO: blunt? your speech is odd.. is your ship whole?

CO_Tucker says:
@Prime:  I will see.... ::takes a bite of the green blooded fish, expecting the worst::

CSO_Shras says:
CEO: Here is a list by priorities of the supplies needed...

CSO_Shras says:
CEO: Assemble you team, heavy on security and leave when you can....

CO_Tucker says:
@Prime:  My ship is in good shape, but it is unable to power itself.

MO_Landt says:
::enters the CSO's tent and waits for him to notice her presence::

CEO_Galagar says:
::Takes the padd.... sees only food, water and construction supplies:: CSO: Actually I would rather if I didn't.... I think a small group is better for scouting....

EO_Chapu says:
CSO/CEO :  Should I stay here, or go with the group, sirs?

CSO_Shras says:
:: notices the EO and MO waiting for him ::

Leathra says:
#::she manages to get a good sized group of stones loose and she works at getting more moved out so she can leave::

Prime_Tregen says:
@CO: does the ground bleed near you?

CEO_Galagar says:
EO: Your choice Mr Chapu..... if you want to come, you’re welcome... if you don't... I'm sure the CSO could use your help.

MO_Landt says:
CSO:  Sir, I need to speak to you about our supply needs...

CO_Tucker says:
@Prime: Bleed?  Do you mean the volcanic activity?

CSO_Shras says:
CEO: The beasts around the camp are getting nervous now that they now they cannot attack us and we need some of these medical supplies very badly....

EO_Chapu says:
CEO : Yes, sir.

CSO_Shras says:
MO: Something to add?

EO_Chapu says:
CSO :  Sir, is. . . :: waits for the MO to finish ::

Prime_Tregen says:
@::stands and moves into the chamber with a large lava pool.. motions the CO to follow::

CO_Tucker says:
@::Looks over at the rest of his crew, sleeping while he stands watch::

CO_Tucker says:
@::Follows Prime::

MO_Landt says:
CSO:  Actually, we just need the supplies I've already listed.  I was just wondering when we would receive them.

CEO_Galagar says:
EO: Seems I do have a job for you..... please take a security team back to the ship...and bring back a generator, a replicator... and medical supplies... that way we can make some home grown ones....

Leathra says:
#::a larger group of stones fall away and she sees that it is enough for her to slip through::

CSO_Shras says:
MO/CEO/EO: CEO Galagar will be leaving for a supply run, EO Chapu can follow if he wants, we have enough people here to tend to the engineering duties....

Prime_Tregen says:
@::motions to the hot dim lit room:: CO: this is the blood of the planet.. what’s left of a once great fire..

CSO_Shras says:
CEO: but you seem to have something else in mind than just a supply run?

EO_Chapu says:
CSO : Yes, sir

Leathra says:
#::she carefully makes her way down a path, taking care not to get caught again::

CEO_Galagar says:
CSO: To tell the truth.... yes....

CO_Tucker says:
@::Looks at the lava pools:: Prime: Yes I see.

CSO_Shras says:
CEO: please do speak your mind....

CEO_Galagar says:
CSO: I.... don't know what to say.... I just... need to get out.

Leathra says:
#::she hears some sound and she moves toward it::

Prime_Tregen says:
@CO: this blood.. it has power.. can you reach it? we could not

CSO_Shras says:
CEO: We all do, but I cannot send everyone out there with no communications....

CSO_Shras says:
CEO: on the other hand I am waiting for news from the captain....

CO_Tucker says:
@::wonders if the lava pools have anything to do with the power of this strange planet::

CSO_Shras says:
CEO: You could try to find them and help them or get back here with reports....

CEO_Galagar says:
CSO: Yes...that is why I must go out there.... we must start sending parties to scout the area.... and I am volunteering...

CO_Tucker says:
@Prime:  So your crew tried to reach the power source of this planet?  Can you tell me what you found?  We may be able to reach it... with your help.

CSO_Shras says:
CEO: I want more than a scout party, I want to know what happened to our first party....

Prime_Tregen says:
@CO: the technology that survived the destruction.. could not drain power for this.. ::motions to the lava:: and the Prime engineer died in the fall

EO_Chapu says:
CSO :  I hate to interrupt you sir, but I am willing to make the supply trip now, sir, with your permission, of course ?

CEO_Galagar says:
::Salutes the CSO:: CSO: Done sir.... we will leave immediately...::trots off::

CSO_Shras says:
EO: Assemble you team and leave when ready, don't forget the list, and bring what you can, by priority order....

Leathra says:
#::she stops and sees a group of people and moves toward them and as she moves closer to the main camp she steps on a twig and a loud snap can be heard::

CSO_Shras says:
MO: anything change on our health status?

CEO_Galagar says:
::nods to the 5 engineers... and two security officers that followed him here.... and walks off towards the outskirts of camp::

CO_Tucker says:
@Prime:  So the "blood" is the source of power here.

Prime_Tregen says:
@CO: maybe.. I have no way to know.. but it exist

MO_Landt says:
CSO:  The crew's health is staying fairly well, but morale is down significantly.

EO_Chapu says:
CSO :  Yes, sir.  We'll get the supplies as fast as we can. :: walks towards the middle of camp getting his team ready ::

Leathra says:
#::she hears a wild creature move toward her and she screams loudly::

MO_Landt says:
CSO:  If the crew were back at the ship, it may help them to cope better with the situation.

Prime_Tregen says:
@CO: is your female healthy?

CSO_Shras says:
MO: Unfortunately we cannot return to it without minimal power...

CSO_Shras says:
MO: But it will be the next priority after the needed supplies

CO_Tucker says:
@Prime:  It has to be a huge source of power.  Notice how this planet moves amongst the stars.

Leathra says:
::she runs right into the main camp to get away from the creature::

MO_Landt says:
CSO:  I understand, sir.  I'll let you get back to work.  ::exits the tent::

CO_Tucker says:
@Prime: Yes... errr, why do you ask that?

Leathra says:
ALL:  Help.

Prime_Tregen says:
@CO: no reason.. 

EO_Chapu says:
:: gets about twenty (20) or so people for the  AT and he designates who is going to be the watch person of what flank ::

CEO_Galagar says:
::Exits the shielding... and then hears a cry.... not of a creature... but something else...::

CSO_Shras says:
Self: not that I have so much work to do now, but to try to keep crew morale up a little.....

MO_Landt says:
::checks on various groups of crewmembers to get an update on their medical conditions and morale::

Prime_Tregen says:
@CO: I do not know.. ::moves her tail about and sighs.. looking in the dim red light:: come.. you should see more of this place

EO_Chapu says:
:: turns towards the scream of help ::

CO_Tucker says:
@::Follows Prime through the caves::

Leathra says:
::she screams louder and she passes out from exhaustion::

CEO_Galagar says:
$:: gestures  the team to go around.... to the noise.... raises his weapon:: ALL: Who goes there.

EO_Chapu says:
:: runs up to this new person who's entered the camp and takes her over to the MO ::

Prime_Tregen says:
@CO: shows Tucker the hot springs carved by her mate and sighs:: CO: your pack can clean here.. this water is always clean

CSO_Shras says:
:: cleans his tent, for the few items that can make a mess ::

Leathra says:
::her purple hair with pink streaks is strewn over her::

EO_Chapu says:
MO:  Lt. Landt, can you help this lady?  I'm not sure how or even why she came into our camp.

MO_Landt says:
::sees the eo dragging a body toward her::

MO_Landt says:
EO:  Where did you find her?  ::helps the EO get her into the tent::

CO_Tucker says:
@::Rubs his face, feeling the growth of beard, knowing his uniform must be filthy::  Prime: Yes, that is a good idea.  Thank you.

CEO_Galagar says:
::Notices that the EO has the lady.... gestures the team to continue::

Prime_Tregen says:
@CO: you still do not trust me.. why?

MO_Landt says:
::grabs her med kit and runs a tricorder over the wounded woman::

MO_Landt says:
::administers a dose of triaziline to ease her pain::

EO_Chapu says:
MO : Over by the tree, about three feet from it.  All I know is that she came into camp for help, then collapsed.

CO_Tucker says:
@Prime: Among my kind, trust takes a while.  But I can say that I do not distrust you.

Leathra says:
::starts to come to::  ALL:  Wha....who....

CSO_Shras says:
:: push the camp bed in a corner and take a look of the finished work ::

MO_Landt says:
Leathra:  You're safe.  Lie still and rest.

EO_Chapu says:
:: kneels over the woman's body ::

Leathra says:
MO:  But the creatu.... behind me

Leathra says:
::has a wild look on her face::

CEO_Galagar says:
$::Starts to push through the woods:: Delta Team: Ok, well...we have about a 60 km trek ahead of us... eat as little as you can... and drink as little as you can.... we don't want to run out quickly.

MO_Landt says:
Leathra:  No creatures can enter our camp.  There is a force field protecting us.

Prime_Tregen says:
@CO: perhaps it is I who should be weary.. but I feel my life has been full filled.. I out lived my people

MO_Landt says:
Leathra:  You're safe.  Don't worry.

EO_Chapu says:
Leathra :  You're alright, ma'am.  Please, stay still

Leathra says:
MO:  All right, ::still keeps alert::

MO_Landt says:
::runs a dermal regenerator over Leathra's wounds::

CO_Tucker says:
@Prime: I can only imagine how you must feel about that.

MO_Landt says:
Leathra:  What is your name?

EO_Chapu says:
MO:  I'll be leaving now, ma'am.

MO_Landt says:
EO:  Thank you for bringing her in.

Prime_Tregen says:
@CO: do not try.. it would be a wasted effort.. ::walks over to one of the pools and sits at the edge.. moving her three fingered hand in the hot water::

Leathra says:
::sits up with pride::  MO:  My name is Leathra.

CSO_Shras says:
:: walks out of his tent and take a look of the part of the camp ahead ::

EO_Chapu says:
:: moves to his AT group and has them start to move out ::

MO_Landt says:
Leathra:  My name is Marie, I'm the medical officer of the USS Geneva, which is my ship

CO_Tucker says:
@Prime: And I certainly did not intend to open old wounds.

MO_Landt says:
::gives her a dose of hydrating fluids::

MO_Landt says:
Leathra:  How did you get here?  We didn't think there was anyone else on this planet...

EO_Chapu says:
%:: the AT, consisting of mostly Security people, move at a mildly fast pace to the Geneva  for the supplies ::

CEO_Galagar says:
$::Starts hiking into the mountains...::

Prime_Tregen says:
@CO: you did not.. do you have young?

Leathra says:
MO:  Geneva ::her eyes light up::  Is Ianden still there?  I was on the ship for a brief time until I left and then I was captured and brought here, where ever here is .

MO_Landt says:
Leathra:  You are a member of the crew?!

CO_Tucker says:
@Prime: No... I don't.

CSO_Shras says:
:: begins his camp tour, talking to crewmembers about their work, health, whether and all ::

Prime_Tregen says:
@CO: why?

Leathra says:
MO:  No, just a passenger

MO_Landt says:
Leathra:  Ianden is on an away team looking for what trapped us here.

CEO_Galagar says:
$::Trying to pass the time... talks to his group... about their families... friends... memories::

EO_Chapu says:
%:: the creatures on the planet seem to be get more and more hungry, but slim to none of them are moving towards them ::

CO_Tucker says:
@Prime: I... I just don't.

Leathra says:
MO:  Oh ::looking disappointed::

Prime_Tregen says:
@CO: you leave nothing to fill your void in the world.. 

Leathra says:
::she moves her hair from her face::

MO_Landt says:
Leathra:  Hopefully, they will return soon with news about how we can get off this planet.

CO_Tucker says:
@Prime: I have my ship... and my crew....  ::feeling very strange at the new line of conversation::

Leathra says:
MO:  Oh good, I really want to leave this place.  I had the feeling I was being watched all the time that is until recently and then I was ignored.

MO_Landt says:
Leathra:  Ignored?

CO_Tucker says:
@Prime:  What about you?

Prime_Tregen says:
@CO: my mate died before I could.. crew is good.. ship is better.. legacy.. that will remain.. ships fail.. crews die.. what’s left?

Leathra says:
MO:  As if I was old news or something.

CEO_Galagar says:
$::Notices a river.... gestures to the group to follow it::

MO_Landt says:
Leathra:  Do you think they see our base camp as a new target?

Prime_Tregen says:
@CO: what about me?

EO_Chapu says:
%:: this AT quickly gets to the ship, they go off in three groups; one group is to get the generator, another one is to get a replicator, and the third group, the biggest one too, is getting as much supplies as they need and can get ::

CO_Tucker says:
@Prime: Duty? Honor?  But I see your point... It is just something that I have not gotten around to....

Leathra says:
MO:  I don't know that for sure, because I haven't seen anyone for weeks.

MO_Landt says:
Leathra:  How long have you been here?

Prime_Tregen says:
@CO: I exist now.. nothing more.. nothing less

CEO_Galagar says:
$::notices some caves in a mountain.... makes a note of them... as he tries to create a path circling back to camp::

Leathra says:
MO:  I don't know, it has been a while since I seen anyone to talk to.  The days are running together.

CO_Tucker says:
@Prime:  I...  see... ::wonders what to say next::

MO_Landt says:
Leathra:  What ship were you on before you were captured?

Leathra says:
MO:  I was on a transport heading to Bajor when we were attacked and then I woke up here.

CEO_Galagar says:
$::Nibbles a little bit of his ration pack::

Prime_Tregen says:
@::grins at the strong male floundering:: CO: you have questions.. ask them

MO_Landt says:
Leathra:  Was there anyone with you?  Were you transported here as a group?

EO_Chapu says:
%:: the three groups come back outside of the Geneva, with the stuff that they all had to get;  slowly, but surely, they make their way back to the camp ::

Leathra says:
MO:  I don't know for sure, I have always been alone.

CO_Tucker says:
@Prime: I have questions that you are unable to answer, or you wouldn't still be here.

MO_Landt says:
Leathra:  Hmm...we were all transported here as a group... I wonder why your situation would be different...

CO_Tucker says:
@::Washes his face in the pool that Prime pointed out before::

Host Bob says:
CREATURES OF THE NIGHT LURK NEARBY

CEO_Galagar says:
$::Decides.. circle back to camp.. not wanting to get lost with the stars always changing::

Leathra says:
MO:  It could be because I am different from everyone else.  ::motions to her purple hair with pink streaks::

Prime_Tregen says:
@CO: that may be true.. 

Host Bob says:
EYES THAT GLOW IN THE DARK PEER INTO THE CAMPFIRES

Prime_Tregen says:
@:: watches the CO and sighs.. pushes him in the pool and grins at he gets all wet::

EO_Chapu says:
%:: the AT makes it roughly 1/3rd of the way back before they slow down even more;  some of the AT members watch more the creatures on either side of the AT, then where they're going::

CO_Tucker says:
@::Falls into the warm water, comes up coughing::

TO_Aria says:
@::Resting in the cave.::

Prime_Tregen says:
@CO: you are a cautious one

CO_Tucker says:
@Prime:  What was that for?  ::At first angrily, then starts laughing::

Host Bob says:
TEETH THAT DROOL FOR FRESH MEAT

EO_Chapu says:
All the AT :  Let's go folks,  we are way behind schedule.  We are supposed to be half way to the camp by now.  Let's pick up the pace.

Prime_Tregen says:
@:: pours more water over the CO's head:: CO: you need a bath.. but I figured you would not undress

TO_Aria says:
@::Awakens at the sound of water splashing.::

TO_Aria says:
@CO: Captain! ::Goes to the water edge.::

CO_Tucker says:
@Prime: I need a bath?

MO_Landt says:
::watches as Leathra falls asleep and realizes that she shouldn’t have questioned her for so long.:

Prime_Tregen says:
@CO: you looked like you needed to relax

CO_Tucker says:
@TO: It's OK Lt.

MO_Landt says:
::lets Leathra sleep and monitors her vitals::

Prime_Tregen says:
@CO: a bath does this well

EO_Chapu says:
%:: sees that the group picks up the pace :: self :  now this is the way to go ::

TO_Aria says:
@CO: Aye Captain, I will be right here if you need me.

CEO_Galagar says:
$::Heads back towards the shining lights of camp.... hears a large rustling of trees go away from them... follows silently after them... preparing to flank them...::

TO_Aria says:
@::Goes over and sits near the water against a large rock.::

CSO_Shras says:
:: talks with a security group, worrying about the increasing beasts presence outside the camp ::

CO_Tucker says:
@Prime:  Yes, it should do well.

Host Bob says:
HOWEVER, OFF IN THE DISTANCE ARE OTHER SETS OF EYES...... PEERING AT THE CREWMEMBERS WHO ARE STRANDED ON THIS STRANGE WORLD

Host Bob says:
THEY ARE WATCHING TO SEE HOW THIS GROUP OF CREATURES HAVE ADAPTED TO THEIR NEW ENVIRONMENT AND ASSESSING THEM FOR THEIR POTENTIAL

CO_Tucker says:
@TO: This would be a good place for the rest of the team to bathe... I will give you some privacy later for that.

Prime_Tregen says:
@::grins::  CO: you rest.. the heat will ease the pain this cold world causes.. I will go.. feel free to.. do what you wise

EO_Chapu says:
%:: feels a very, VERY odd pair of eyes watching them,  looks around and sees nothing ::

Host Bob says:
WATCHING AND NOTING THAT THEY HAVE DONE REMARKEDLY WELL, BETTER THAN ANY OTHER OF THE GROUPS THEY HAVE HOSTED ON THEIR WORLD

CEO_Galagar says:
$::Notices the creatures are getting to close to camp....fires some rounds to the left of them... trying to scare them off course...::

Host Bob says:
THE CREATURES OF THE NIGHT VEER AWAY FROM THE SURPRESSING FIRE OF THE PHASERS

CO_Tucker says:
@Prime: Thank you... you are kind.

MO_Landt says:
::continues to watch the sleeping Leathra's vital signs::

Prime_Tregen says:
@: nods and goes back to the main chamber and has a seat::

TO_Aria says:
@::Looks at the Captain in disbelief.:: CO: Captain?

EO_Chapu says:
%AT :  We're almost there, guys.

CO_Tucker says:
@TO: Please join our host.  I will be with you in a few moments.

TO_Aria says:
@::Nods to the Captain.:: CO: Yes sir.

TO_Aria says:
@::Stands up and walks toward Prime.::

Prime_Tregen says:
@:: picks up an odd device made of alien technology and look sit over::

TO_Aria says:
@Prime: So how long have you been here?

CO_Tucker says:
@::Waits for the TO to leave so that he can bathe properly::

Prime_Tregen says:
@TO: too long.. you can't count time with out a sun

TO_Aria says:
@Prime: I see.  Where are you from?

EO_Chapu says:
:: the group gets to the camp, though a little weary from the trip with the stuff ::

MO_Landt says:
::Monitors the sleeping Leathra::

Prime_Tregen says:
@TO: another collection of stars.. ::looks at the padd she picked up:: your language calls Gal-ic-see

EO_Chapu says:
:: gets the stuff to where it needs to be ::

CEO_Galagar says:
$::Notices that they are Veering... and continues laying down fire... trying to scare them away from the camp...::

Host Bob says:
WATCHING FROM A DISTANCE, THE UNKNOWN OBSERVERS RECORD THE EVENTS AS THEY TRANSPIRE AND REPORT TO THEIR LEADERS

EO_Chapu says:
:: moves to the CSO ::

CO_Tucker says:
@::Throw his uniform near the lava pool, so that it will dry quickly, and finishes his bath::

Leathra says:
::dreaming of her home world::

CSO_Shras says:
:: reassures the security teams but is not himself very at ease with the situation ::

TO_Aria says:
@Prime: Another Galaxy?  So how did you get to be in this one?

EO_Chapu says:
CSO :  Sir?

CSO_Shras says:
EO: Yes?

CSO_Shras says:
EO: DO you have the supplies?

Prime_Tregen says:
@TO: the ship that fell here.. 

TO_Aria says:
@Prime: What ship?

CO_Tucker says:
@::Finishes his bath and dons his uniform::

EO_Chapu says:
CSO :  We have about 3/5 of the supplies.  In a few minutes we will go back to the ship and get the rest.

CEO_Galagar says:
$:: Starts rounding them up through blasts...and sends them off in another directing... while still trying to keep out of sight::

Prime_Tregen says:
@TO: it's gone

CSO_Shras says:
EO: belay that, I'll have new orders for you soon, just get your team to rest for now...

Host Bob says:
=/\==/\==/\=PAUSE MISSION=/\==/\==/\=
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